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ble of breathing Its nlr, for he will be source. Simplicity Is a state of mind.
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Dlanchardsl They will never be ready proportion as their causes are lews Jiwt, the picture is man, and man with social conditions the most diverse and
and they thought they bad foreseen It Is the law of nature to fight for Ids most Intimate possessions namely, with natural gifts the most unequal.
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everything!
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thoughts. No, this Is not living I
Need we say that one does not rise
Mercifully, there Is grandmother's the superfluous for ambition, priv external good, and nilserablo In spirit
room.
Grandmother Is verging on ilege, Inclination, luxury. Never has ual life. Wo have In abundance that to this point of view without a strugeighty. Through many tolls and much hungor driven man to such baseness which, If must be, we cnu go without, gle? The spirit of simplicity Is not an
suffering she has come to meet things as have envy, avarice and thirst for and are infinitely poor in the one thing inherited gift, but the result of a labowith the culm assurance which life pleasure. Egotism grows more mulct- needful. And when the depth of our rious conquest. Plain living, like high
being Is stirred, with Its need of lov- thinking, Is simplification. We know
brings to men and women of high lcent as it becomes more refined.
Do not the very sinews of virtue ing, aspiring, fulfilling Its destiny, It that science is the handful of ultimate
thinking and large hearts. She slta
principle! gathered out of the tufted
there In her armchair, enjoying the He In man's capacity to care for some feels the anguish of one burled alive
And what Is smothered under the muss of sec mass of facts, but what groplngs to
silence of long meditative hours. 80 thing outside himself?
the flood of affairs surging through the place remains for one's neighbor In a ondary things that weigh It down and discover them! Centuries of research
life given over to material cores, to ar deprive It of light and nlr.
are often condensed Into a principle
house ebbs at her door. At the threshthnt a line may state. Here the moral
M'e must search out, set free, re
old of this retreat voices are bushed tificial needs, to the satisfaction of amand footfalls softened, Bnd when the bitions, grudges and whims? The man store to honor the true life, assign life presents strong analogy with the
young fiances want to hide away for who gives himself up entirely to the tilings to their proper places and re- scientific. It, too, begins In a certain
service of his appetites mokes them member that tho center of human prog confusion, makes trial of itself, seeks
a moment they flee to grnnAnother.
"Poor children!" la her greeting. grow and multiply so well that they ress is moral growth. What Is a good to understand itself, and often mis
It Is not the most elaborate, takes. But by dint of action and ex- "You are worn out! Itest a little and become stronger than he, and once lump?
belong to each other. All these things their slave, he loses bis moral sense, the finest wrought, that of the most nctlng from himself strict account of
count for nothing. Don't let thm ab- loses his energy and becomes Incapable precious metal. A good lump Is a his deeds man arrives ot o better
of discerning and practicing the good. lamp that gives good light. And so knowledge of life. Its law appears to
sorb yonj It Isn't worth while."
They know It well, these two young He has surrendered himself to the In- also we are men and citizens, not by him, nnd the law Is this: Work out
people. How many times In the last ner anarchy of desire, which lu the reason of the number of our goods and your mission. lie who applies himself
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weeks has their love bad to make way end gives birth to outer anarchy. In tho pleasures we procure for ourselves, to aught else than the realization of
for all sorts of conventions and futili- the moral life we govern ourselves; lu not through our Intellectual and artis- this end loses In living the raison d'etre
ties! Fate at this decisive moment of the Immoral life we are governed by tic culture, nor because of the honors of life. The egotist does so, the pleastheir lives seems bent upon drawing our needs and passion; thus, little by lind Independence we enjoy, but by ure seeker, the ambitious; he contheir minds away from the one thing little, the bases of the moral life shift, virtue of the strength of our moral sumes existence as one eating the full
fiber. And this Is not a truth of today, corn In the blade; he prevents it from
essential, to horry them wltli a host and the law of Judgment deviates.
bearing Its fruit; his life Is lost. WhoFor the man enslaved to numerous but a truth of nil times.
of trivialities, and heartily do they apever, on the contrary, makes his life
At no epoch have the exterior condiprove the opinion of grandmamma and exacting needs possession Is the
A full line of stock always on hand.
when she says, between a smile and a supreme good and the source of all tions which man has made for himself serve a good higher than Itself, saves it
caress, "Decidedly, my dear, the world other good things. It Is true that In the by his Industry or his knowledge been In giving It Moral precepts which to Docs your horse interfere? Bring him in. No cure no pay
Is growmg too complex, and It does not fierce strugglo for possession we come nblc to exempt him from enre for the 8 superficial view appear arbitrary and
make people happier quite the con- to hate those who possess and to deny state of his inner life. The face of the seem made to spoil our zest for life
tho right of property when this right world alters nround us, its Intellectual have really but one object to preserve
trary!"
In the bonds of others and not In nnd material factors vary, nnd no one ns from the evil of having lived In
I also am of grandmamma's opinion. Is
vain. That Is why they are constantly
can arrest these changes, whose sudFrom tho cradle to the grave, in his our own. But the bitterness of
against others' possessions Is only denness Is sometimes not short of per- leading us back Into the same paths;
needs as in his pleasures, In his conception of the world and of blmsolf, a new proof of the extruordlnnry Im- ilous. But the Important thing Is that that Is why they all have the same
portance we attach to possession Itself. nt the center of shifting circumstance meaning: Do not waste your life; make
the man of modern times struggles
In the end people and things come to man should remain man, live bis life, It beor fruit; learn how to give It In
through a maze of endless complica&
be estimated at their selling price or make toward his goal; and, whatever ordet that It may not consume Itself!
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consequences of a too artificial life, accounted for merit.
devote himself to the essential which
Some one objects, "Then you make is to progress nt whatever sacrifice, Bure. Now he has his means of orienwill be grateful if we try to give extation, his Internal norm to which he
pression to their discontent and to Jus- wholesale condemnation of progress let him simplify his baggage.
may lend even-thinback, and from
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Let us first speak of a series of facts
TUB esstcnci: op SIMPLICITY.
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Have opened an office In Hood River.
Call and get prices and leave orders,
which will be promptly filled.

MILWAUKEE NURSERIES
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We kave 50,100 Yellow Newton Tlppln and
Spitzenberg Amle Trees, alito a general variety 01 Fruit Tieea lor sale for tho oomlng
reason, and we are going to sell tbein at
reasonable pricue.
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and True to Name.
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Hercules Stump

Powder
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E.. El.

Hood River, Or.

CENTRAL
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Oregon

STRANG
Local Agent

Stock Grown on Full Roots.

Cherry, Pear,Aprtcot,Peach& Plum Trees,
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HAYES BROS., Proprietors.
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RIGHT

We are here to do your work today
tomorrow and every other day, and
our money (what littla we have)

and Canned Meats.

la spent in Hood Eiver. We want
your work nnd can do it neatly and

Headquarters for Vegetables and Fruits.

SATISFACTORILY

SNOW & UPSON
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